Test 1

• Wednesday 2/17/16 Covers lectures 1 - 5
• 8:00 – 9:50 am
• Sections 1 through 3 at DCC-308
• Section 4 at SAGE – 3510
• Section 5 at DCC-337
Test 1

- Four problems equally weighted
  - One problem on Vectors (2D/3D)
  - One problem on Forces (2D/3D)
  - One problem on 2D particle equilibrium
  - One problem on Gauss-Jordan Elimination Method
Test 1

• Students entitled to extra time should remain in test room until escorted by TA to a different room (DCC-239) to finish their test.

• These students should bring a note from FYE and hand a copy of it to their instructor by the test date (2/17/16).
Grade-Challenging Sessions

- Monday 2/22/16 and Tuesday 2/23/16
- 6:00 – 8:00 pm
- DCC-239
Makeup Exam 1

- Wednesday 2/24/16
- 5:00 – 6:50 pm
- DCC-239
- Only students with a valid reason and a note from the Dean of Students will be allowed to take the makeup exam